Ex Ante Review Findings Report
Measure Description
The project involves interior and exterior lighting retrofits of an industrial warehouse and
manufacturing area located in Climate Zone 3. The lighting retrofits include replacing metal
halide and high pressure sodium fixtures with T5, T8 and LED fixtures. The exterior lighting
fixtures are equipped with photocell control. The interior lighting fixtures operate 8,760 hrs/yr
and some of the fixtures (1136 out of 2326 fixtures) are equipped with occupancy sensors.
Summary of Review
The Investor Owned Utility (IOU) submitted the following documents for Data Request (DR)
2736 on 03/19/13 for this review:


Specification sheets for proposed fixtures;



Revised Calculations spreadsheet;



Usage data;



PG&E review form;



Lighting plans;



PG&E email response to ED data request; and



Project application package.

This review looked closely at the proposed lighting measures and their baselines to verify both
the calculation methodology and assumptions employed in the saving calculations spreadsheet.
Only one measure row was found using a 450 watt metal halide baseline (Row 20 in the “Calcs”
tab, AGC AESC Calcs Rev1 workbook) that should be revised to 506 watts. For the proposed
fixtures Wattage values ED found that two rows (Row 60 and 61 in the “Calcs” tab, AGC AESC
Calcs Rev1 workbook) should be revised to use fixture Wattage values supported in either the
most recent Standard Fixture Wattage Table or the DEER lighting workbooks.
ED noted that the assumption of 45% savings for occupancy sensor kWh saving calculations was
not sufficiently supported and that a 15% operating hours reduction factor and zero kW savings
could be used for the initial savings estimates unless measurement data are obtained to
substantiate the actual reduction in hours of use, and as long as the Title 24 mandated controls
requirement were separately met. Furthermore, PGE is required to verify the lighting controls
savings and lighting operating hours through measurement of all the fixtures over a two-week
duration pre- and post-retrofit. In addition, the peak demand reduction calculations are missing a
Peak Coincident Demand Factor (CDF) multiplier. Therefore, ED requests PG&E to revise the
savings calculation to include Peak coincidence demand factor.
In response to ED parallel review comments PG&E revised the second baseline calculations for
outdoor lighting from Title 24 LPD method to a baseline of pulse start metal halides. The second
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baseline savings calculation for outdoor lighting should be done using 2011 Title 24 calculation
of allowed lighting power method, section 147 (d). Therefore, ED requests PG&E to update the
second baseline savings for outdoor lighting using Title 24 outdoor lighting calculation method.
Summary of ED Requested Action by the IOU
In order for ED to finalize ex ante savings claims, ED requests that the IOU undertake the
recommended steps and submit the following data and documentation after the post-install
inspection, M&V, and IR report are completed:
1. Incorporate the Peak Coincident Demand Factor multiplier into the peak demand
reduction estimates.
2. Revise the savings calculation spreadsheet to use supported fixture Wattage values from
either the most recent Standard Fixture Wattage table or the DEER and indicate the
Fixture Code that was selected.
3. Submit the collected post-installation verification and measurement data, along with
trued-up savings estimates.
4. Provide the estimated EULs for the measures in the calculation spreadsheet using DEER
methodology and determine an overall average EUL for the project.
5. Submit itemized contractor invoices for the installed measures — breaking out equipment
and labor costs— and DEER baseline costs to support the incremental measure costs.
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